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Free Speech & Election Law
Bailey v. Maine CoMMission on GovernMental ethiCs: Another Step Toward the 
End of Political Privacy
By Stephen R. Klein

Introduction

“The Cutler Files” was a blog that existed for two months 
in late 2010 and cost a total of $91.38 to host on the Internet.1  
The blog contained a home page and nine other posts opposing 
Eliot Cutler, then-candidate for Governor of Maine.2  The posts 
“call[ed] Cutler names, show[ed] unflattering photos of him and 
use[d] altered photos to poke fun at him.”3  The Cutler cam-
paign called for an investigation by the Maine Commission on 
Governmental Ethics and Election Practices, claiming the blog 
qualified as “express advocacy” against Cutler’s election under 
Maine election law.4  The blog was authored anonymously by 
Maine resident Dennis Bailey, who revealed himself following 
the investigation and $200 fine by the Commission.5  Bailey 
then brought suit against the Commission for violating his First 
Amendment right to free speech.

In Bailey v. Maine Commission on Governmental Ethics, 
Judge Nancy Torresen affirmed the $200 fine against resident 
Dennis Bailey.6  The blog violated a Maine campaign finance law 
that requires any expenditure “expressly advocating the election 
or defeat of a clearly identified candidate through . . . publicly 
accessible sites on the Internet” to “clearly and conspicuously 
state that the communication is not authorized by any candi-
date and state the name and address of the person who made 
or financed the expenditure for the communication.”7  Judge 
Torresen rejected each of Bailey’s claims in summary judgment.  
Bailey declined to appeal the decision.  In short, a federal court 
upheld a fine against an anonymous political blogger for blog-

ging politically. 
Judge Torresen’s reasoning is in one sense just another step 

toward prying victory from the jaws of defeat in the Citizens 
United decision.8  Perhaps due to the continued controversy 
around the case, judges have built a lower-court consensus 
that allows the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and state 
election commissions to force speakers to fill out forms, tag on 
disclaimers and comply with other red tape simply to engage 
in politics.9  They call this regime “disclosure,” and failure to 
comply or improper compliance means fines or other penalties, 
as Bailey discovered.10  However, the Bailey case goes farther 
than the growing disclosure consensus, and may represent the 
beginning of the end of political privacy.  Once limited to 
following money in politics, if the Bailey ruling catches on, 
disclosure regimes may reach even the smallest expenditures, 
effectively negating the political privacy once recognized in First 
Amendment jurisprudence.  This is because Bailey’s attempt 
to resolve the tension between Citizens United and McIntyre 
v. Ohio Elections Comm’n—one of the Supreme Court’s most 
celebrated political privacy decisions—is to all but state that 
McIntyre is a dead letter.

Part I of this article discusses the disclosure regime upheld 
in Citizens United and gives a brief overview of how lower 
courts have recently expanded the Supreme Court’s reasoning, 
applying blanket approval to any “disclosure” regime.  Part II 
analyzes the Bailey ruling, and shows that it may go to such 
lengths as to impose campaign finance disclosure upon any 
political speech.  Finally, Part III offers a way back, with a call 
to restore the exacting scrutiny standard, limit the government’s 
“informational interest” and, at the very least, raise the financial 
thresholds for campaign finance law.  Ultimately, any efforts 
at protecting political speech must begin with understanding 
that despite the weight of Citizens United, there are still myriad 
problems with federal and state campaign finance regimes.

* Stephen R. Klein is a staff attorney with the Wyoming Liberty Group 
(www.wyliberty.org) and a member of the Executive Committee of 
the Free Speech and Election Law Practice Group.  The author thanks 
Benjamin Barr, Derek Muller, and Jason C. Miller for their comments.
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I. Disclosure Since Citizens United 

Citizens United v. FEC overturned the prohibition on 
electioneering communications and independent expenditures 
by unions and corporations.11  In the same ruling, the Supreme 
Court addressed Citizens United’s as-applied challenge against 
the FEC’s disclaimer and disclosure regime, and upheld a very 
narrowly tailored system for electioneering communications.  
Before discussing this, it’s necessary to provide some background 
about electioneering communications.

Until Citizens United, corporations were entirely prohib-
ited from using their own treasury funds to pay for speech sup-
porting the election or defeat of a federal candidate, known as 
independent expenditures.12  Electioneering communications, 
however, are a narrowly defined type of political advertisement 
introduced in the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA), 
also known as McCain-Feingold.13  A reaction to “sham issue 
advocacy”14—ads that discuss federal candidates or convey their 
positions on issues without specifically calling for their election 
or defeat—BCRA sought to prohibit corporations and unions 
from broadcasting any television or radio advertisement that 
merely mentioned a federal candidate within 60 days of a general 
election or 30 days of a primary.  In 2007, however, in FEC 
v. Wisconsin Right to Life the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that 
corporations could broadcast electioneering communications 
so long as they were not the “functional equivalent of express 
advocacy.”15  Thus, going into its case Citizens United could 
only produce these kinds of electioneering communications or 
non-express advocacy (i.e., issue advocacy) messages that fell 
outside of the 30-60 day window, and this was the focus of its 
as-applied challenge to disclaimer and disclosure requirements.

The Supreme Court affirmed the disclaimer and disclosure 
requirements of electioneering communications in Citizens 
United.16  Disclaimer requirements (identification on advertise-
ments) cover “any person [who] makes . . . a disbursement for 
an electioneering communication . . . .”17  Disclosure (reporting 
to the government) is required of any person who spends more 
than $10,000 on electioneering communications.18  According 
to the Court, “[d]isclaimer and disclosure requirements may 
burden the ability to speak, but they ‘impose no ceiling on 
campaign-related activities.’”19  With broad language, the major-
ity opinion (a consensus of 8-1 for this part of the opinion20) 
spoke glowingly about campaign finance disclosure, supporting 
the government’s “informational interest” in informing voters 
about the person or group who is speaking.21  It rejected Citizens 
United’s argument that the requirements should only apply to 
electioneering communications that are the functional equiva-
lent of express advocacy.22  It acknowledged one exception to 
disclosure, reiterating Buckley v. Valeo’s protection for groups 
that can “show a reasonable probability that disclosure of its 
contributors’ names will subject them to threats, harassment, or 
reprisals from either Government or private parties.”23  Citizens 
United failed to qualify for this exception.24

Reading this section of the opinion, the Federal Election 
Commission, numerous state election commissions and many 
courts have interpreted Citizens United’s affirmation of disclo-
sure requirements for narrowly defined electioneering com-

munications as a stamp of approval on any “disclosure” regimes 
applied to any groups engaged in political speech.25  Although 
the Court was addressing an as-applied challenge to disclosure 
of electioneering communications, the most exactingly-defined 
speech regulation in federal campaign finance law for both 
disclaimers and disclosure, other rulings remove disclosure 
principles entirely from this context.  For example, the Fourth 
Circuit recently applied Citizens United’s disclosure ruling to 
uphold political committee status, a far more onerous regulatory 
regime than disclosure of electioneering communications.26  The 
Seventh Circuit recently interpreted Citizens United’s disclosure 
discussion so powerfully that it ruled Illinois need not include 
a major purpose test in laws that define political committees, a 
test once considered essential to prevent overbreadth.27  These 
are both not only expansive definitions, but oppose previous 
Supreme Court rulings that address political committee status.28

Meanwhile, the reprisal exception to disclosure is now 
little more than a joke in campaign finance law.  The Supreme 
Court granted the Socialist Workers Party an exemption in 
1982, and the FEC recently re-affirmed this exemption until 
2016.29  However, cases such as ProtectMarriage v. Bowen have 
narrowed the exemption despite harassment and reprisals,30 ef-
fectively limiting the exemption to the Socialist Workers Party 
and perhaps the NAACP.31  

Overbroad application of Citizens United and narrowing 
of the reprisal exemption are very important issues, respectively, 
but the Bailey decision effectively combines them and takes an 
extra step toward eliminating political privacy entirely. 

II. Bailey: the Inevitable Conclusion of Modern 
Disclosure

A number of cases have taken the position that Citizens 
United provided blanket approval for campaign finance dis-
closure.  However, the recent Bailey case shows that the broad 
interests used to justify disclosure, along with the belief that 
disclosure puts little burdens on speech, may now take “finance” 
out of “campaign finance” law.  There is now precedent to place 
disclosure on political blogging, with reasoning that effectively 
overturns McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Commission.32

A. McIntyre (1995)

Since McIntyre is a key focus of the Bailey decision, it is 
necessary to provide a brief background.  In the late 1980s, 
Margaret McIntyre distributed leaflets at a public meeting at 
a school in Ohio.33  The leaflets, printed on McIntyre’s home 
computer, urged readers to vote against a proposed tax levy for 
school financing.34  Some of the leaflets lacked any signature, 
while others were signed “Concerned Parents and Tax Payers.”35  
A school official who supported the tax levy reported McIntyre 
to the Ohio Elections Commission, which imposed a fine 
against McIntyre for violating a statute that at the time stated: 

No person shall write, print, post, or distribute, or cause 
to be written, printed, posted, or distributed, a notice, 
placard, dodger, advertisement, sample ballot, or any other 
form of general publication which is designed to . . . pro-
mote the adoption or defeat of any issue, or to influence 
the voters in any election . . . unless there appears on such 
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form of publication in a conspicuous place or is contained 
within said statement the name and residence . . . of the 
. . . person who issues, makes or is responsible therefor.36

Ohio argued that the ordinance was justified on the basis 
that it served to prevent fraudulent and libelous statements, and 
“provid[ed] the electorate with relevant information.”37  The 
Court rejected the latter interest, considering it forced speech.38  
For preventing fraud, the Court ruled that more narrowly tai-
lored Ohio law addressed the concern.39  “[T]he prohibition 
encompasses documents that are not even arguably false or 
misleading.  It applies not only to the activities of candidates 
and their organized supporters, but also to individuals acting 
independently and using only their own modest resources.”40  
After rejecting Ohio’s prohibition on anonymous speech, the 
Court distinguished campaign finance disclosure: “even though 
money may ‘talk,’ its speech is less specific, less personal, and 
less provocative than a handbill . . . .”41 

Nevertheless, the Court reaffirmed the importance of 
political speech and its ties to anonymity.  “[E]ven in the field 
of political rhetoric, where ‘the identity of the speaker is an 
important component of many attempts to persuade,’ . . . the 
most effective advocates have sometimes opted for anonymity.”42  
Extensive footnotes throughout the opinion detail numerous 
examples of such advocacy, including the Federalist Papers.43  
Like Citizens United, McIntyre’s influence should not be con-
fined to its specific ruling.

But today, following Bailey, McIntyre’s protection is practi-
cally nonexistent.  

B. Bailey (2012)

Following his $200 fine,44 Dennis Bailey sued the Maine 
Commission on Governmental Ethics on numerous counts, 
including three constitutional claims.45  This section discusses 
two of these claims: an as-applied First Amendment claim 
against Maine Revised Statute 21-A, § 1014 and an as-applied 
challenge to the “application” of the same statute, a de minimis 
argument.46  The remaining constitutional claim was an equal 
protection challenge following the Maine Commission’s failure 
to afford Bailey’s blog coverage under the law’s press exemp-
tion.47  This is an important discussion, one that the author 
suspects is stewing beneath the expansion of campaign finance 
disclosure,48 but is beyond the scope of this article.  Simply, 
the press exemption would not be an issue if campaign finance 
regulation were held to its proper scope in the first place. 

1. First Amendment Challenge

Because of the close parallels to McIntyre, Bailey discusses 
its ramifications following Citizens United.  Where Ohio im-
posed campaign finance disclosure laws on leaflets, Maine 
imposes them on “publicly accessible sites on the Internet.”49  
Judge Torresen joins other courts in reading Citizens United 
broadly: “For purposes of the present case, Citizens United 
is important because . . . it revalidated the constitutionality 
of disclosure requirements by an eight to one vote.”50  Judge 
Torresen also relies on a previous failed challenge to Maine’s 
disclosure law in the First Circuit, National Organization for 

Marriage v. McKee, and quotes its articulation of the informa-
tional interest, which meets the requirements of the exacting 
scrutiny placed on disclosure laws: “Citizens rely ever more on 
a message’s source as a proxy for reliability and a barometer of 
political spin.  Disclosing the identity and constituency of a 
speaker engaged in political speech thus ‘enables the electorate 
to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different 
speakers and messages’”51  

After making quick work of Bailey’s lack of qualification 
for a retribution exemption,52 what follows is a distinction of 
McIntyre that is inversely proportional to the broad reading 
given to Citizens United:  

This case is distinguishable from McIntyre in several ways.  
First, section 1014 is not comparable to the Ohio law at 
issue in McIntyre.  It is a narrowly drawn expenditure-
based law dealing with express advocacy of candidates 
rather than communications related to ballot initiatives.  
Second, Bailey was expressly advocating the defeat of a 
candidate for Governor shortly before an election.  Third, 
the Plaintiff is no Mrs. McIntyre.  Bailey is a well-known 
political figure in Maine who was a paid consultant on 
two separate campaigns during the 2010 gubernatorial 
election, and who was working for an opposing candidate 
when he posted the Cutler Files.  Fourth, given his associa-
tion with the other campaigns, it can hardly be said that 
Bailey acted independently in the same sense that Mrs. 
McIntyre acted.  He had the assistance of the husband 
of another candidate from the primary election.  Fifth, 
the Cutler Files’s attribution claim that it was created by 
individuals “not . . . affiliated with any candidate” was 
false.  Finally, during the two months that the Cutler 
Files was available online, visitors to the site made 46,989 
page requests.  Although the Plaintiff acted alone to post 
the site and spent a relatively small amount of money to 
do so, his message was heard far and wide.  The State’s 
interest in an informed electorate is near its zenith where 
a widely-viewed website falsely claiming to be written 
by journalists unaffiliated with any campaign expressly 
advocates the defeat of an opposing candidate shortly 
before a state-wide election.53

At the outset, Judge Torresen suggests that “expenditure-
based” laws avoid overbreadth by targeting money spent in 
politics rather than political speech.  This is immediately sus-
pect because the money Bailey expended was below $100, and 
suggests that so long as Maine tracks one’s political spending, 
McIntyre-like results are acceptable.  Judge Torresen does not 
consider the First Amendment chill that arises simply from 
empowering a government agency to investigate one’s political 
activity in order to tally up such a low number.54  The thresh-
old itself is far too low, but it’s equally troubling that the door 
is opened to focus in on the cost of ink cartridges, electricity 
expended to print fliers, or even gas expended to drive to a 
school to distribute leaflets. 

The second point is true, as this was indisputably express 
advocacy against Eliot Cutler’s election.  However, the third and 
fourth points are directly at odds with well-established campaign 
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finance precedent.  Political operatives often wear many hats, 
and they do not sacrifice the ability to engage in private politi-
cal endeavors or to hold political opinions independently of 
their employers.  In fact, a “well-known political figure” could 
have an even greater interest in anonymity per McIntyre, since 
anonymity “provides a way for a writer who may be personally 
unpopular to ensure that readers will not prejudice her message 
simply because they do not like its proponent.”55  Coordination, 
or “shadow campaigns” are a relevant concern in campaign 
finance law, but, again, there was minimal financing for this 
endeavor.  Despite Judge Torresen’s distinction, Maine’s law 
reached “pure speech” in this instance.56  Even where money is 
concerned, within established political organizations courts have 
upheld the use of segregated bank accounts for distinct “soft 
money” and “hard money” political activities, indicating that 
political money is not necessarily fungible.57  The same recogni-
tion should be given to the activities of individuals who work 
for political organizations, large and small: guilt-by-association 
is as antithetical to free speech as it is criminal law.

Judge Torresen’s fifth point is particularly interesting, as it 
does not actually distinguish McIntyre.  In addition to anony-
mous pamphlets, Mrs. McIntyre also signed some of her leaflets 
with “Concerned Parents and Taxpayers.”58  If indeed McIntyre 
acted independently—the crux of Judge Torresen’s previous two 
distinctions—then McIntyre’s attribution was just as mislead-
ing as Bailey’s disclaimer stating he was unaffiliated with any 
candidate.  The rest of Bailey’s disclaimer included “We are a 
group of researchers, writers and journalists,”59 and although 
Bailey acted largely alone in writing the blog, he “has a degree 
in journalism from the University of Maine and . . . worked 
as a reporter for several Maine newspapers and as a freelance 
reporter for several national publications.”60  Once again, this 
part of Bailey’s life was apparently irrelevant for purposes of 
his political speech.

Judge Torresen’s final point—the effectiveness of Bailey’s 
speech—is perhaps the most chilling of all.  The Internet is 
the most democratic outlet for mass media in world history, 
where speech can indeed reach 50,000 people (or many, many 
more) with the barest expenditure of money.61  To suggest that 
campaign finance disclosure may reach speech of this kind on 
the basis of its popularity, which cannot be controlled by a 
speaker outside of a decision not to speak at all, risks exposing 
all participants in political discourse to disclosure.  This idea 
may be catching on: an Illinois state senator recently introduced 
a bill requiring disclosure for anyone seeking to make online 
comments.62  

For these reasons, Judge Torresen concludes that “Citizens 
United and Buckley, rather than McIntyre, are the appropriate 
precedents to follow in this case.”63  She concludes that fear of 
reprisal is the only way to be exempt from disclosure, and that 
Bailey failed to make this showing.64

2. De Minimis Challenge

Bailey’s expenditure of a total of $91.38 to publish The 
Cutler Files has implications in the first challenge, but since 
expenditures were not technically at issue in McIntyre,65 Judge 
Torresen considers a de minimis challenge separately.  Judge 

Torresen discusses two cases, Vote Choice, Inc. v. DiStefano66 
and Canyon Ferry Road Baptist Church v. Unsworth.67  

Vote Choice involved “first dollar” disclosure requirements 
for political committees, or PACs.68  Under Rhode Island law, 
PACs must disclose every contribution they receive to the Rhode 
Island Board of Elections, and the First Circuit upheld this as 
“not, in all cases, constitutionally proscribed.”69  For this reason, 
Judge Torresen concludes that rational basis review applies to 
Maine’s disclosure threshold, currently $0 for any “expenditure 
for a qualifying communication.”70  In Canyon Ferry, the Ninth 
Circuit ruled that requiring disclosure of a church’s de minimis 
expenditure in support of a ballot initiative was unconstitu-
tional.71  However, since this was a ballot measure—more akin 
to issue advocacy—Judge Torresen distinguishes it and dismisses 
its persuasiveness.72 

The closing is then brief:

The Court does not foreclose the possibility that in the 
appropriate case an expenditure could be so de minimis 
that application of the disclosure requirement would not 
be constitutional, but this is not that case.  The Plaintiff’s 
expenditures for the Cutler Files were over $90.  The 
Plaintiff has failed to establish facts sufficient to support 
a reasonable inference that the Cutler Files represented a 
de minimis expenditure.73

Importantly, a footnote following the second sentence of 
this excerpt reads: 

Section 1019-B places a significant reporting burden on 
persons making expenditures over $100.  The Plaintiff 
argues that because § 1019-B has a $100 threshold, an 
expenditure under § 1014 under $100 is de minimis.  
This argument mixes apples and oranges and completely 
disregards the State’s recordkeeping interest.74 

There are several problems with this analysis.  Judge 
Torresen’s reliance on Vote Smart is apples-and-oranges itself, 
since it discussed PACs.  PACs can contribute money directly 
to candidates, thus justifying a low threshold for disclosure due 
to the risk of quid pro quo corruption.  Bailey’s speech was, ac-
cording to this ruling, an “expenditure.”  Citizens United ruled 
that independent expenditures “do not give rise to corruption 
or the appearance of corruption.”75  Although the informational 
interest justified disclosure in Citizens United, the case makes 
it very clear that PAC-style disclosure is not to be placed on 
grassroots speakers: “The Court has explained that disclosure is 
a less restrictive alternative to more comprehensive regulations 
of speech.”76  The Court’s citation to this reaffirms to FEC v. 
Massachusetts Citizens for Life, specifically the page where the 
Court previously ruled that narrow, limited disclosure is suf-
ficient for small groups or individuals who are not PACs.77  
Thus, a $0 threshold for PAC contributions should have little 
to no bearing on a threshold for independent expenditures, 
especially as loosely as Maine defines the term. 

Whether or not ballot measure advocacy or candidate 
advocacy can maintain a relevant distinction when the money 
involved is so low, one is left to wonder how expenditures 
could be less than the current $0 threshold under Maine law, 
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or at most the $91.38 precedent set by Bailey.  This also begs 
the question of whether anyone would dare take a stand like 
Bailey to try and find this de minimis exception.  Bailey is likely 
saddled with attorneys’ fees and court costs far higher than his 
initial expenditure; the fine from the Maine Commission is 
likely nominal at this point.  It is far more likely that political 
bloggers of all stripes in Maine must comply, risk a $200 fine, 
or simply not speak.  

On so many technicalities, McIntyre is distinguished, yet 
it is hard to believe that “an author’s decision to remain anony-
mous, like other decisions concerning omissions or additions to 
the content of a publication, is an aspect of freedom of speech 
protected by the First Amendment.”78  Now, according to Judge 
Torresen’s ruling, in the state of Maine it is appropriate to im-
pose burdensome campaign finance regulations to blog posts 
that cost under $10 apiece.79  Speaking mildly, this untenable 
paradigm must end.

III. Restoring Disclosure to its Proper Place

As a practical matter, the broad “disclosure” upheld since 
Citizens United flies in the face of what the case set out to 
remedy.  Like McIntyre, the principles reaffirmed in Citizens 
United have been lost in application:

This regulatory scheme may not be a prior restraint on 
speech in the strict sense of that term, for prospective 
speakers are not compelled by law to seek an advisory 
opinion . . . before the speech takes place. . . . As a practi-
cal matter, however, given the complexity of the regula-
tions and the deference courts show to administrative 
determinations, a speaker who wants to avoid threats of 
criminal liability and the heavy costs of defending against 
. . . enforcement must ask a governmental agency for prior 
permission to speak.80

It is possible that other judges may read the Bailey deci-
sion as narrowly as Judge Torresen read McIntyre.  Although 
Bailey’s identity should have little to do with his First Amend-
ment rights, he was indeed a particularly well connected (and 
well paid) political operative whose blog was published for only 
two months leading up to the election in question.81  But, at 
best, this amounts to a balancing test no one can reasonably 
rely upon.  

Political bloggers should not be forced to consider their 
status in the community, who their friends are, who they’re 
blogging with, how long their blog has existed (and how long 
it will exist), the cost of web hosting, and the possibility that 
their speech will be popular before determining whether they 
must comply with campaign finance disclosure.  There is no 
reliable answer to this test—from ordinary citizens, experienced 
campaign finance attorneys, or elections commissions.  Only 
after a lawsuit like Bailey’s will those affected have a reliable 
answer, leaving the only meaningful answer as compliance 
with disclaimer laws and recognition that McIntyre is indeed 
a dead letter.

There are numerous ways to restore disclosure to its 
proper place, each of which would remedy Bailey’s results and 
restore McIntyre’s precedent.  Indeed, judges and lawmakers 
alike should go farther, and expand protections of anonymous 

speech, but these are more immediate remedies. 
First, the exacting scrutiny standard applied to disclo-

sure laws must be clarified by the Supreme Court.  Once 
considered close to strict scrutiny—indeed, sometimes used 
synonymously82—the Federal Election Commission now de-
scribes it as “intermediate scrutiny,”83 which some courts have 
accepted.84  Although even the Bailey decision describes it as 
“a slightly less rigorous” standard,85 the results show this is not 
the case.  When disclaimers are required with no expenditure 
threshold and complex reporting requirements begin at $100, 
as they do in Maine, government should be required to show 
a compelling governmental interest that is narrowly tailored.  

Second, when considering exacting scrutiny, courts 
must add contours to the nebulous “informational interest.”  
Though dating back to Buckley v. Valeo, the interest has greatly 
expanded.  Once tied closely to dissuading corruption or its 
appearance, now the interest is practically limitless in some 
courts.86  This is especially true since the one way to avoid 
disclosure—proving threats of retaliation—is impossible to 
establish.87  Government has little place serving as a ministry 
of political information; the First Amendment is a restriction 
on government power, and this may not be ignored due to calls 
for government to open avenues for more speech.88  Although 
courts almost uniformly reject exemption claims, they must 
re-affirm Buckley’s acknowledgement that “scrutiny is necessary 
even if any deterrent effect on the exercise of First Amendment 
rights arises, not through direct government action, but indi-
rectly as an unintended but inevitable result of the government’s 
conduct in requiring disclosure.”89  For nearly five years after 
the Proposition 8 ballot measure campaign in California, the 
website Prop 8 Maps maintained a birds-eye view of the homes 
of donors who contributed as little as $85 to voice support of 
traditional marriage.90  This was not disclosure: this was indirect 
abridgment of speech.

Finally, federal and state legislatures need to take notice 
of Bailey’s absurd result.  Although the campaign finance 
reform community continues to insist such laws enhance our 
democracy by providing grassroots speakers with information 
about big money in politics, the current laws impose onerous 
disclaimer and disclosure requirements on the very people 
expected to engage in our republican government to counter-
act this influence.  Even some who largely support campaign 
finance disclosure have acknowledged that thresholds should 
be raised in the name of privacy.91  This author proposes that 
the absolute bare minimum campaign finance threshold for 
any campaign finance regulations—be it for individuals or 
groups—should be $50,000 of expenditures.  This threshold 
would provide ample breathing room for grassroots speakers 
up to a point where, realistically, a group of citizens would 
take on a more sophisticated organizational form in any event.  
Ideally, campaign finance law would be entirely removed from 
political discourse, and focus solely on political contributions, 
but this proposal is a bare minimum to recognize the burdens 
disclosure laws place on grassroots advocacy.92

Simply because the Supreme Court removed bans on 
speech in Citizens United does not alleviate the burdens of laws 
that are not blanket prohibitions. At the very least, blogging, 
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like leafleting, must be left undisturbed by disclosure laws, for 
“[t]he freedom to publish anonymously extends beyond the 
literary realm.”93

Conclusion

In most ways, Dennis Bailey is the modern day version 
of Mrs. McIntyre.  The Internet is the virtual town square, or 
school board meeting, where one has an unlimited ability to 
speak and audiences simultaneously enjoy a largely unlimited 
ability to choose what they read, watch or hear.  The Bailey 
decision is from one federal district court in Maine, and it 
was not even noticed by many in the election law community 
until about seven months after it was decided.94  Its influence 
is far from certain.  Nevertheless, its refusal to apply McIntyre 
to the Internet, its creation of a confusing test that could leave 
all bloggers in doubt, and its casual dismissal of a de minimis 
exception from disclosure is a call for reigning in campaign 
finance disclosure as powerfully as Citizens United overturned 
speech bans.  Political speech, the core of the First Amendment, 
demands nothing less.
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